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ME4 Writers present

Acts of mild rebellion
ME4 Writers held their Write Now - Acts of mild rebellion event at 
Simply Italian in Rochester on 5 March 2011. 

Here for your reading pleasure are some extracts from the event. 
Please note, the copyright belongs to the individual writer and if you 
wish to reproduce the writing in any format, please contact 
ME4writers@gmail.com

Thanks to our readers and writers. 

A little light rebellion - by Clive Radford (read by Vanessa 
Galvin)

Trend it like Beckham - by Sam Hall

The Buddha of Wetherspoons / Lets have coffee / Reasons to 
eat chocolate - by Sarah Jenkin

Extremism - by Barry Fentiman (from The City Project)

52 weeks of rejection - by Roy Smith (extract)

Rebellion - by Sarah March D’Angelo
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A Little Light Rebellion

by Clive Radford

Blind beggar, dexterous artisan, fledgling poet and 
young mother. Discard compliance and sing a happy song. 
Let’s have no more lost horizon laments. Cast off 
despair and sing from your hearts. 

This egregious reign will soon fall. The ruling zoo creatures 
that despise us will flower and shed their chameleon 
skins. Each colour betraying our new found glory. 
Each popping eye, our justifiable vengeance.

It’s easy to befriend a hawk, gloved hand. But in this 
depravation pit, we smile at a skull of snakes and spitting 
tongues strike back. We can’t forgive betrayal in the name 
of Christian virtue. Words get lost in soft kindness, sink like 
stones into fruitless valleys. No, we must all condemn mellow 
platitudes, take up the gun and crush the brutal scarlet tide.

Girls go crazy in dripping streets. Angry young men form 
action groups. Join now and sing a happy song. We will 
rise early tomorrow, polish our metal, garnish our bodies 
and seek them out in the dawn patrol.
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Trend it like Beckham
A lecture on Tats n all that

by Sam Hall

Deciding to permanently alter your body is the 
ultimate statement of self-possession.

For centuries people have altered the way they look – 
temporarily with clothes and make up – or more 
permanently with tattoos, scars and piercings. This 
body is mine and I reclaim it from fashion and fad by 
making the additions and refinements that please me. 

The first piercings and tattoos were used for the dual 
purpose of ritual and decoration. 
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Giant holes in the earlobes of the ancient Mayans signify not only high 
standing, but also participation in the important religious ceremony 
of piercing. 

In Africa scarring on the face represents a complex language in itself. 
An old Maori endurance ritual involves being tattooed from head to 
foot with no anaesthetic. Sailors of former and latter days used 
tattoos and earrings as a corporeal chart, their bodies mapping their 
voyages in a secret 
language. 

The swallow is similar to the bluebird tattoo in that they both 
represent hope, but the swallow is also considered to be a nautical 
tattoo.  Sailors would celebrate after seeing a swallow as it meant 
that their journey was almost over and that they were close to land.
For many sailors each journey would be represented by another 
swallow on their sleeve and a swallow with a dagger through it would 
mean that they had lost a friend at sea.

Across the globe people have reshaped their bodies – by removing 
ribs, elongating necks, or flattening foreheads in the attempt to 
transcend the everyday into the holy. 

It was perhaps the ultimate empowerment: this body is mine and I 
can do with it as I please. 

But what of modern body art? We have transformed these early 
individualistic, ceremonial urges. The desire to have the same tattoos 
as Robbie Williams or David Beckham.  Is that a work of living art? Is 
that holy? Does it tell you a secret about you?

We have decided to stamp our lack of individuality on our skin, like a 
brand. Brand it like Beckham. A trend no more extreme or ritualistic, 
but mundane. 

Tat’s all folks.  
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The Buddha of Wetherspoons    

by Sarah Jenkin 

The golden boy of Rochester, frequently seen 
preaching to the converted in the vicinity of the Cathedral.
Our very own saviour, floating serenely above a sea of cigarette butts 
and half-empty pint glasses;
his brilliantly blue eyes and reddish-blonde hair
catch the light, leaving an eerie after-image I blame on
dim lighting.
Untouchable above our cloud of stale beer and hot air,
busy putting the world to rights
to his adoring audience, tailors dummies 
waiting for the emperors new clothes to fall off
You are the lotus flower in our mud.
A failed eco-warrior, say some, a geek in a pinstriped suit 
from Marks & Spencer, drawing up the strategic plan from your execu-
tive office.
But your eloquence grows over pints of cider, with ice; 
there are times when I almost believe you. 

Outside, normal life drops to a crawl, a whisper of fumes
and blocked exhausts. Free your chakras, play the game;
we’ve got to break the system from within.
Give me liberty or give me death. Burn the zoos to the ground; 
let the animals die if they can’t be free. 

Go back to your cocoon darling;
flowers are tarts, prostitutes for the bees. 
But let me buy you another round my lovely lotus blue, 
while you entertain the troops,
foot soldiers in your war.
You’re saving the world one soul at a time, 
our Buddha of Wetherspoons.
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Lets have coffee 

by Sarah Jenkin  

Lets have coffee, and 
pretend we don’t know how the evening is going to end;
some of that decaff
poison you seem to enjoy, I can’t
sleep nights.
Coffee grinds hold the key to the future,
the hours, the days and months
slowly ground up into piles of wasted protein,
while above us unseen fireworks explode
messily into the sky, and 
weekend access kids trample the dross of
hedonistic desperation into expensive
car seats.

Tasseography requires ritual,
the intimate familiar, grounded
in routine to earth you, and the cup
turns, turns, turns 
while your life shatters above your head.
Make a wish,
while outside, life trickles by and lands as sediment
in the empty dark.
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Reasons to eat chocolate 

by Sarah Jenkin   

Because I want to
Because I don’t weigh enough
Because there is too much chocolate in the world and we need to 
start eating it now
Because my hamster died
Because otherwise the mice will eat it
Because it is the end of the world and we might as well enjoy it
Because I never had a hamster
Because Fiona has some
Because I have fucking PMT and you really don’t want to taunt me 
with that stuff unless you’re going to share it
Because otherwise Arianne will eat it and she had the last lot
Because I hate myself
Because I love myself
Because it melts so beautifully in my mouth and coats my tongue with 
goey gnumminess 

Because otherwise I’ll chew my own leg off and eat that and then 
you’ll be happy
Because the computer says no, well 
Because the stupid thing says I have committed a “fatal error” and 
my nerves cannot take any more Microsoft drama

Because….

Because otherwise I’ll have to write a sodding poem
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extremism 

by Barry Fentiman
‘Twas as good as silent, the passage cross the river that night. Faith I must 
tell thee that my sculling may just as well have stirred the devil from his 
very moorings what with the hubbub I had left in my wake. And I tell thee 
an’all Old Nick would have settled himself right in as though snug in his  
favoured tavern that evening. Aye right at home. And I would have joined 
him in his cups as soon you like. My gizzard fair rasping! I would have traded 
my safe passage for a single tankard in ye old Black Swan I say.

   Nay sir, you could not picture the sight. None you say would 
suffice. The flames fair touched the moon. The reek of powder! My 
adventures in the low countries do not match it. Troopers running pell mell 
like rats with their arse on fire. Like I say! Some of them did! Heathens all. I 
think none of it.

   Did we do right? Faith I cannot say. The die is cast and I have little sorrow 
oer’t. For my part I struck the match and ran like stink fair pissing myself as 
I went. I will not  say I have not thought 
these past days “Oh Guido what hath thee 
achieved save slaughter!”

   Tis done. The common folk will think 
o’it as they will. There may come a 
time when the name of Guido Fawkes 
shall be known to man and child alike. 
The people shall light fires in my name on 
this day. Aye they’ll not forget me. Drink up sir! I’ll stand thee another!

an extract from 
The City Project by ME4 Writers  
http://me4writers.wordpress.com
/encyclopaedia-citaecephale/      
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twentythirdrejection

I would treat it as a huge 
personal favour if you take 
this knock back as less of 
a dismissal and as more of 
a complete denial of any 
ability, style or wit you may 
claim to possess.  I have 
read many things in the past 
seventeen years, no single 
piece has offended me more 
than the foul trot you have 
wedged through my 
letterbox and now stains the 
dignity of my desk.  It shall 
need to be burned.  And as 
for the novel?  I took each 
hated page and having first 
dipped it in foulness, pasted 
their putrid wickedness over 
the walls of an abattoir, 
before stuffing the building 
with gasoline and igniting 
it with a flaming colostomy 
bag.

D

52 weeks of rejection

by Roy Smith

‘...rather than waste untold amounts of money and effort collecting 
rejection letters from publishers, potential employers, funders and 
other patrons... I should skip to the chase and write them myself.’  
http://rejected52.wordpress.com

2. SN
O

D
ear M

r Sm
ith

U
nfortunately, w

e have been unable to read you subm
ission due to the vast quantity 

of snow
, w

hich has recently m
ade it increasingly difficult to answ

er our letters and 
em

ails.  W
e are currently quite preoccupied by snow

 and despite our appreciation 
for your w

ork, you w
ill understand that the snow

 m
ust take precedence.  Currently 

the snow
 is m

elting and w
e are m

onitoring the situation very closely incase it com
es 

back.  Sadly, w
e w

ill not be reading anything for quite som
e tim

e; blizzards have 
blinded all our staff and the frostbite in m

y fingers m
akes it incredibly hard for m

e to 
concentrate, let alone open letters.    In the unlikely event of a thaw

 please consider 
the ice.  It’s really icy.

yours drifting

Steven N
. O

sm
ond-W

hittacker
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Rebellion 

by Sarah March D’angelo

Well as they say with drugs, it starts off with a drag of puff and 
you’re soon wallowing in the arms of fatal heroin addiction. 
Rebellion, for some poor blighters, can be equally hard to put down 
once sampled.

Take Rodney, for example. Has his name been changed for legal 
purposes? I’ll let you be the judge of that, no pun intended. All Roddy 
ever wanted to do was fit in. He was a good little boy, kept his nose 
remarkably clean in his quiet, unassuming way.

Then he hit those fatal teenage years. No more genderless running 
around joyfully in the playground, the pack mentality now dictated to 
Rod that he had to go one way or t’other.

Geek or chav, chav or geek? Well tbh there wasn’t much choice. Not 
like the choice provided by the biggest shopping centre in Europe, no 
plug intended, and none made.

So instead of advanced calculus, every Saturday our Rod started to 
study lifting. From Hollister. From Bench, don’t forget the full stop. 
And of course from Game Station, don’t forget the security guards 
behind you....

And that was it. A bright future blighted, to be able to say, I done it! 
Look what I chorred from Bench. Full stop, on remand and doing his 
schooling in another institution altogether.

Let that be a lesson to you, young and old. Don’t even think about it, 
say no and go.
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ME4 Writers will be back...
at our 

Republican Picnic 
and Open Mic on 29 April...

Thanks to everyone who contributed words:
http://me4writers.wordpress.com

Copyright of individual pieces remains with the 
writers. Please contact us via: me4writers@gmail.com

(c) 2011


